A ROCKING ADDITION TO TODAY’S OFFICE
Maximize energy at meetings and at work
with Remy’s curved, rocker-shaped base that
keeps you moving throughout the day. Its
20° of rock and 360° of swivel encourages you
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to shift your weight left-to-right or front-to-back
while allowing you to remain focused on the
task at hand.
ABSOLUTE VERSATILITY
Remy is an ideal solution for many different
settings: collaborative, huddle, hot desking,
and other impromptu spaces. It can be the
star of a transition to an ergo-friendly office
or an impressive part of the supporting cast.
CHOOSE FROM OVER 1,000 TEXTILES
EASY ERGONOMICS

offered by C.F. Stinson, Designtex,

Remy’s under-seat push buttons allow you

Maharam, Momentum and 9to5

to adjust height easily, making it simple to go

Signature®. In the rare case we don’t have

from sitting to perching. It features a secure

what you’re looking for, we’ll upholster

non-slip and non-skid tread on its convex base

your chair in any fabric provided to us!

for a confident sit.
LIFETIME WARRANTY
COMPLETE DESIGN FREEDOM

on all structural and mechanical

The comfortable molded foam seat can be

components. Fabric and foam

upholstered in any fabric. Remy can blend in

are warranted against wear through

or stand out in your choice of a black or

and deterioration for five years.

white frame.

DISTINCTLY DYNAMIC.

Part of the Flokk Group
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SIMPLE AND SLEEK DESIGN
Remy’s lines are sleek, simple and clean.
A unique complement or a striking centerpiece,
Remy is highly customizable in any fabric,
lending itself to clever design coordination.
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STATEMENT OF LINE

PLASTIC COLORS

PBK
BLACK

2820
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OVERALL WIDTH

17.0

OVERALL DEPTH

9.5

OVERALL HEIGHT

SYNERGY IN MOTION

BALANCING WORK AND PLAY

Right on-trend with the active sitting revolution, Remy

Today’s workspaces are always in

makes taking a seat dynamic. Today’s workers spend more

flux. With collaborative workspaces,

than six hours sitting per day. Remy can help by making

quick hallway huddles and hot

moving easy. By engaging the user’s core, promoting great

desking, offices are more fluid than

posture and supporting a healthy hip-to-femur angle, Remy’s

ever. Remy’s flexibility makes it an

the smart choice for an alert, engaged workforce.

easy choice – and a fun one.

20.5 - 29.0

SEAT WIDTH

14.5

SEAT DEPTH

9.5

SEAT HEIGHT

21.0 - 30.0

BACK WIDTH

N/A

BACK HEIGHT

N/A

COM

1.0 YDS

WEIGHT

12.0 LB
All dimensions are in inches
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